Toyota proace 2016

Easy to drive and cheap to run, will carry up to three Euro pallets and tow 2. No high roof
option, sliding doors feel cheap, entry-level models don't get air con or alarm as standard.
Report of radio in July Toyota ProAce van repeatedly cutting out fron day of delivery. Owner
reported it to the Dealer and monited it over the next few weeks. It got worse. In all it has been
back There is a possibility that the bracket holding the air conditioning compressor onto the
engine is not properly tightened. As a result, there is a risk All versions are stylish and good to
drive, while Toyota's low running costs and impressive warranty provide added peace of mind
for those looking to keep costs down. Most versions will carry kg and tow up to 2. Accessing
the load bay is easy, thanks to the twin side sliding doors which - on medium and long versions
- are wide enough for a Euro pallet. Long versions will carry a maximum of three Euro pallets,
while a Smart Cargo system increases load length capacity to 1. The Proace has two diesel
engines to choose from - a 1. Not only does it provide lots of torque for hauling heavy loads, but
it will officially return The steering is responsive and the ride is quiet and comfortable, even
when unladen. The Proace is also extremely nimble, which makes it hassle free to drive in town,
while its low roof mm makes it easy to fit into multi-storey car parks. Standard equipment is
generally fine, with all models getting DAB radio, cruise control and a full size steel bulkhead.
However, air conditioning and a vehicle alarm are not included. The side sliding doors also feel
a bit light and flimsy. However, its impressive carrying capacity and claimed As a result it
should be a appealing compact van for anyone operating on a tight budget. The Toyota Proace
majors on everyday practicality, with a broad range of bodystyles. This makes the Proace
surprisingly capable for its size, while its maximum towing limit of 2. Twin sliding doors are
fitted as standard and, while they don't feel particularly sturdy, they make it easy enough to load
and unload. Long and medium versions of the Proace benefit from wider side doors, which
allow a Euro pallet too be loaded via the side. Even in its smallest form compact the Proace will
carry two Euro pallets, while the larger versions will take three weighing up to a total of kg. All
versions built after October feature Toyota's Smart Cargo system as standard. This installs a
handy flap at the bottom of the bulkhead and allows you to use the full length of the vehicle for
carrying planks of wood and metal pipes. Depending on which bodystyle you choose, the load
lengths vary from 3. However, with no high roof option available, the maximum load height is
restricted to roughly 1. The cabin of the Proace is modern, comfortable and designed to cater
for those who use their van as a mobile office. All get three seats as standard and the middle
seat can be folded down to double up as laptop table when parked up. All vans get Bluetooth,
which means you can effectively create your own wireless network and work online, without
leaving the cab. Standard equipment levels are generally fine, with cruise control, electric door
mirrors, DAB audio and a foldable driver's arm rest. There is also lots of cubby storage.
However, base levels miss out on a few things, with no air conditioning or lumbar support for
the driver's seat. The cabin also gets just one 12V power socket as standard, which can make it
a bit of power juggling act when you need to simultaneously charge your phone and power a
portable sat nav. The engine line-up consists of two four-cylinder diesel engines - 1. The most
impressive model is the PS 1. On paper, the 1. The 95PS version of the 1. In comparison, the PS
unit is more composed, quieter and cheaper to run, with the 95PS unit returning an official Only
those who need to tow 2. Claimed fuel economy is an impressive As a result it feels and drives
very much like a family car, with responsive steering and low levels of road and engine noise.
The Proace feels particularly refined at motorway speeds, while its supportive and comfortable
seats make it a great van for covering high mileages. A full size bulkhead is also fitted as
standard, which means it doesn't take long to warm up the cabin on a cold morning. Owing to
its compact dimensions, the Proace is agile at low speeds, with a This makes it painless to use
in town, while its low roof height makes it small enough to fit into city centre multi-storey car
parks. Standard safety kit is generous with hill-start assist - which prevents the van from rolling
backwards - vehicle stability control and tyre pressure monitoring all included. The Proace can
be fitted with a number of driving aids, including a head-up display and adaptive cruise control.
A road sign recognition system is also available and this will display local speed limits on the
head-up unit. Do I need a tachograph to tow? Which vans contain the largest UK content in
terms of manufactured components and labour? Our work van isn't ULEZ-exempt. Can we
retrofit tech to make it compliant? What tyres will offer my van more grip off-road? I'm looking
to buy a used van. Would you choose a Ford or a Volkswagen? The electrified van will be
capable of covering over miles on a single charge and will reach UK showrooms in the spring of
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comprehensive range to meet more widely professional needs and adds a relevant offer
towards customers looking for a spacious and comfortable car. Despite still offering a 9-seat
cabin capacity or a 4. The Medium version is 4. The Long version has the same 3. All variants
are 2. All powertrains are Euro 6 compliant and are equipped with selective catalytic reduction
to lower the amount of NOx released into the atmosphere. A standard maintenance interval of
40, km - two years variable1 contributes to a low cost of ownership. Five diesel powertrains vary
in output from 95 to DIN hp. Mated to a choice of manual, robotised manual and automatic
transmissions, they target best-in-class CO2 emissions. High specification levels include
unique, user-friendly equipment such as rail-mounted sliding seats, opening rear tailgate glass,
foot-operated automatic sliding side doors and a panoramic roof. Family grade models may be
identified by coloured bumpers, a chrome trim surround to the lower front grille, foglamps and
separate-opening tailgate glass fitted as standard. A comprehensive options list includes
foot-operated automatic sliding side doors and, on all grades of Medium and Long vehicles, a
panoramic glass roof. On board, the robust, functional and spacious interior has been designed
to meet the needs of both private and commercial owners, transporting up to nine passengers,
and their luggage, in comfort. Comprehensive storage throughout the cabin includes
cup-holders and generous door pockets. The dashboard design features clear, analogue dial
instrumentation and ergonomic switchgear. Three interior grades build on the durable seat
fabric of the entry level PROACE VERSO with high quality inserts, metallic trim, premium
upholstery and, on top-of-the-range models, a centre console-mounted, full-colour, multimedia
touch screen. Targeting the self-employed owner and either family or commercial use, with low
running costs, the Shuttle grade features a rubber floor with carpet mats and higher quality
fabric upholstery. It is available with a choice of 8- or 9-passenger seating configurations. The
Family grade focuses on space, modularity and comfort for leisure users. Second row
passengers benefit from aeroplane-style tables, and all six rear seats are equipped with the
Isofix system. Designed for use as executive transport and recognisable by its privacy glass,
the VIP grade offers customers range-topping equipment specification and comfort levels. Also
featuring rail-mounted, sliding and removable second and third row seats, it offers of choice of
6- or 7-seat interior configurations. Mounted on rails between the two second row seats, a
foldable table can be deployed for the comfort of rear passengers. Unique to the VIP grade, the
centre row seats of either format may be reversed for a more informal travelling configuration.
With predicted sales of 2. It features three front cabin seats and has a cargo bay 2. A new and
unique proposition in the segment. Mated to a choice of manual, robotised manual and
automatic transmissions, they target best-in-class CO2 emissions in the MDV segment. Unique
specification levels across the grade structure include motorised right and left hand sliding side
doors, automatic transmissions, three front seats in even the PROACE Compact, and a new
Smart Cargo system which combines an opening bulkhead with a lifting front passenger seat
base to maximise load length by 1. Safety standards are on a par with the high levels expected
of any Toyota vehicle and the Toyota Safety Sense set of advanced safety technologies is also
available across the VAN model range. Equipped with a new Smart Cargo system -which
combines an opening bulkhead with a lifting front passenger seat base to increase cargo
loading length by cm- maximum cargo length increases to 3. Available on all PROACE VAN
variants, the Smart Cargo system also includes a storage compartment under the central
passenger seat base, and a movable desk configuration built into the lowered central seatback
which includes a swivelling shelf with a flexible, high grip tray to securely hold items such as
paperwork or a laptop PC. Fitted with the Smart Cargo system, maximum cargo length
increases from 2. It has a cargo bay 2. The Smart Cargo system increases maximum cargo
length to 4. They have a maximum payload capacity of up to 1, kg, and a towing capacity of up
to 2, kg. Power operated as an option on all variants, the side sliding doors of the Medium and
Long variants are wide enough to allow the loading of a Euro pallet. Equipped as standard with
panel wing rear doors, the vans can optionally be equipped with 3 alternative configurations:glazed swing doors with heated screens and wipers. This can be used for bay loading or to
avoid infringing on the roadway or kerb. On board, the robust, functional and spacious cab has
been designed to meet the needs of both commercial and private owners. The entry level,
commuter specification Combi grade combines practicality and durability with low Total Cost of
Ownership. It is available with a choice of 5- to 9-seat cabin configurations. A comprehensive
list of options and accessories allows owners to adapt the vehicle to their requirements. The
options encompass: ease of use keyless entry, automatic lamps and wipers, front and re
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ar parking sensors, rear camera ; performance adaption increased pay load, enhanced ground
clearance, off-road capabilities ; improved vehicle aesthetics 17 inches alloys, and colour-coded
bumpers, side protection, handles and external mirrors ; and safety side airbags, xenon lamps,
fog lamps. The other Pack adds Forward Collision Warning, Adaptive Cruise Control,
autonomous emergency braking system with pedestrian detection and cornering lights. Menu
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